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TYJESKI TILE CO.
M I L WA U K E E ,  W I S C O N S I N

N E W S L E T T E R ,  O C T O B E R  -  D E C E M B E R  2 0 2 2

H A N D M A D E  T I L E S  F O R  S A L E ,  4 ”

HOW TO PURCHASE
Payment for tiles will be accepted electonically via Square, check, or cash.   
Please email me at tyjeskib@gmail.com and tell me which tiles you would 
like by listing the tile name.  Prices listed do not include tax and shipping.  
Tiles can be shipped or picked up at my studio by appointment.  

All tiles are approximately 4 inches wide and a half inch thick (unless men-
tioned otherwise). 

Iris Tile (3”), Blue, $28 Blue Oak, $30 Yellow/Black Deer $25 Goldeneye, $30

Doe, 6” tall, $115

East High Book!
The famous “animal tiles” in the historic East High 

School building in Wausau, Wisconsin are now 
documented in a new book!   Only a few copies left.  

Click on picture to purchase your own copy!
6” x 9” paperback.  30 pages in color.  $15
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T I L E  &  T E R R A  C O T TA  N E W S : 

F L INT  FA I ENCE  T I L E  IN  DOWNTOWN GREEN BAY

 While touring downtown Green Bay in search 
of  architectural terra cotta and faience tile, I was 
charged with excitement to learn that there were many 
installations of  handmade tile from the Flint Faience 
Tile Company of  Flint, Michigan.  How could this  be?   
So many installations with tile all created by Flint?  
 It is possible that so many buildings have Flint 
tile because of  a tile-setting business known as the Art 
Mosaic Tile Company.  All the buildings featured in 
this article were constructed after the company opened 
for business in 1923.  Their building was at 131 N 
Broadway, just across the river from all the buildings 
in this feature.  I speculate that the tile setters had a 
preference for Flint tile, or they were able to secure a 
good deal for their product and purchased tile from 
them.  That being said, I have no proof  that the  Art 
Mosaic Tile Company did these installations.
 The architects, Foeller, Shober & Berners, could 
have also been the reason for all the Flint tiles.  Each of  
the four sites featured in this article were designed by the 
firm, whose offices were in the Architects Building only 
footsteps away from these featured sites.  The architects 
could have also been responsible for requesting Flint 
Faience tile, but we do not know.
 Another interesting point worth speculating is 
that all four buildings in some way were connected to 
the Church.  The area of  Green Bay was originally 

inhabited by the Ho-Chunk Nation, Menomonie, Fox, 
and Ojibwe Indians.  By the 17th century, the arrival 
of  French fur traders and missionaries, such as Jesuits 
Francis Claude Allouez and Pere Jacques Marquette 
and trader Louis Joliet, marked the beginning of  
Catholicism here.  More immigrants of  European 
descent came to the area in the 19th century and 
formed their congregations.  As their populations 
increased, a wealth of  Catholics in Green Bay meant 
their buildings could afford more expensive, decorative 
features such Arts & Crafts tiles.
 The Flint Faience Tile Company is not the only 
manufacturer who had their tiles installed in Green 
Bay, but it is interesting that in my first few trips of  
searching for tile in Green Bay, Flint’s tile appeared in 
most of  the buildings I toured.  Let’s take a look!
 

Green Bay YMCA, 1924
 The first site featured is the Young Men’s 
Christian Association Building, today known as the 
Ferguson Family Y.  Upon entering the front door and 
walking up the steps, visitors find a large lobby filled 
with handsome floor tile.  It feels like entering a castle!  
Once visitors check in with the front desk, they go to 
a stairwell with even more tiles.   The main type of  
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floor tile product installed here were unglazed, non-slip 
“Vitreous Grés” tiles.  The manufacturer considered 
them “steel hard” and were “suitable for use in spaces 
where expensive abrasive grain would otherwise be 
required.”  The tiles were made to withstand heavy-
foot traffic and even if  there were not stone, they 

certainly look like it.  In addition to the field tiles there 
are decorative inserts that are each 2.75 square inches.  
These small tiles were arranged randomly across 
the floor so that their brightly-colored designs could 
add a sense of  charm to the space.  The designs are 
mostly random, including quatrefoils, daisies, crowns, 
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lovebirds, dolphins, lions, lanterns, and the fleur-de-
lis.  These were stock designs from Flint and were fairly 
common in this type of  installation.  
 However, what is uncommon here are the 
tiles with the Y.M.C.A. logo.  There appear to be two 
custom designs in the floor installation.  One is recessed 
the company’s red triangle, representing mind, body, 
and spirit, with the company name in blue (see left), a 
logo adopted in 1897.   Another design features a blue 
circle encircling a red triangle, which from what I can 
gather is a variation of  the logo.
 This rich history of  the beautiful floor tile was 
not always visible.  Before the renovation in 2016-17 
by the Immel Construction Co., the floor tile in the 
lobby and the Founders Room had been covered up 
(the stairwell was never covered).  When revealing the 
floor it was clear that decades of  foot traffic had only 
slightly worn down some of  the tiles, particularly the 
glazed inserts.  However, the tiles overall functioned as 
intended.  Thankfully the Y.M.C.A. and the construction 
company chose to leave the original flooring and honor 
the historic craft of  the building while also modernizing 
it for its members’ needs.
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Schauer & 
Schumacher Building,  
1926
 No special access is required 
to view the Flint Faience tiles at the 
Schauer and Schumacher Building on 
East Adams Street.  The Schauer and 
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Schumacher Co. began in 1912 as makers of  funerary 
caskets.  When the building that stands today was 
finished, their business became a funeral home.  The tile 
installation at the entrance is a rare example of  faience 
tile outdoors.  Usually these types of  installations are 
found inside the vestibule.  
 Similar to the Ferguson Family Y.M.C.A., the 
funeral home entrance features the “Vitreous Grés” tiles.  
Flanking the doors are decorative strips (manufacturer 
number 6403) and eight 6-inch decorative inserts of  a 
Greek key pattern (manufacturer number 6533).  

St. Xavier SChool, 1929
 The school building was originally built for 
the German-speaking St. Xavier congregation whose 
cathedral, originally built in 1876, was across the 
street.  The Green Bay Area Public School District took 
possession of  the building and in fall 2014 it opened up 
as the Leonardo da Vinci School for Gifted Learners.  
In August 2015, the Somerville Architects & Engineers 
and the Miron Construction Co., Inc. completed the 
renovation/addition of  the building, retaining most of  
the historic tile inside the original building.
 And thankfully they did!  Decorative faience tile 
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can be found on the floor and walls of  the hallway on 
the ground floor, as well as on the stairwells.  Much 
of  the floor tile is similar to what we have already 
seen, however, its colors are brighter and textures are 
smoother.  I believe this is Flint’s “Vitrocraft” tile, 
which was what the company later called their vitreous 
grés tiles.  I am not sure yet if  there is technically any 
difference, but this later product from 1929 looks 
different than the earlier installations.
 More interesting are the glazed walls tiles.  
This section, known as a dado, features field tiles 

with a high-fire matte glazes with atmospheric, richly-
textured effects.  Along the top of  the dado is a pattern 
of  decorative inserts.  Each one measures approximately 
4.25 inches square.  All sorts of  pictures were selected 
for the tiles, including clowns and jesters, Dutch people 
and windmills, cats, fish, chickens, frogs, reptiles, and 
birds.  In total, with the exception of  decorative inserts 
behind the lockers, 66 total inserts can be seen in the 
hallway.
 Two types of  decorative inserts were installed in 
the walls: the raised-line process and the inlay process.  
The raised-line process was done by squeezing out a 
glaze material from a tube and outlining a transfered 
image.  Glaze was then applied between the raised lines.  
The inlay process was a type of  relief-pressed tile where 
the backgrounds of  images were carved out.
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St. John’s Roman Catholic 
School,1932
 
 Another school building was built only 
a couple years later for the French-speaking 
congregation in Green Bay, St. John’s.  The architects 
designed the school remarkably similiar to how they 
designed St. Xavier’s.  Walking inside the school’s 
hallways, it seems easy to confuse the two buildings!
 Inside St. John’s, there are the same gray 
Vitrocraft tiles installed on the floors.  As for the 
dados, instead of  faience tiles there are glazed bricks.  
No worries though, as along the head of  the dado 
are many decorative inserts similar to what is found 
at St. Xavier’s.  A total of  138 tiles were installed on 
on the ground and upper stories in the hallways.  All 
of  them were completed in the raised-line process.  
 The range of  content represented in the tiles 
varies greatly.   Twenty-four unique designs were 
installed, with approximately 6 of  each one.  Bunny 
rabbits can be found dressed in a suit. Geese and 
roosters, and Dutch girls carrying a goose admire 
flowers.  There are many athletes as well.  A boxer 
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appears to be closing in on you as you look straight on 
at him.  A swimmer dives into the water.  Some football 
players are leaping into the air to catch the ball while 
others are catching the ball while their nose crashes 
straight into the ground.  
 The variety of  motifs seems endless.  A chef  
places his pizza peel into the oven.  A painter is at their 
easel.  Floral designs display symmetrical beauty.  The 
arrangement of  tiles along the dado are random so that 
encountering a particular design can be surprising.  The 
animated pictures on the tiles are cute, and sometimes 
comical.  Whatever the pictures they are, what stands out 
most about these tiles are their remarkable craftsmanship.  
It almost doesn’t matter what the images are because the 
fine contour lines and bright, subtle crystalline textures 
are a pleasure to see. 
 Today the building is no longer a school, but 
serves as the St. John’s Ministries Men’s Shelter, providing 
seasonal, emergency, last resort shelter for to adult men 
in the Green Bay area.  
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